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Exploring the Measurements  
of HR Value to the Business



Our goal for today:
• Discover approaches for value measurement

• Study possible metrics to demonstrate HR 
efficiency and impact



Design HR Value Measurement
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Start with Discovery of Business and HR Priorities

1. What business outcomes are we

trying to impact?

2. What are the people drivers for these

outcomes?

3. What is our current state compared

to the optimal state?

4. What strategies might drive these

outcomes and how can it be

measured?

Examples

Revenue Growth of X%

Do we have the leadership talent to

execute on our strategy?

Evidence-based analysis of manager 

tenure, competencies, impact of 

training, etc.

People metrics aligned to expected 

outcomes (with target level)
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Utilize Frameworks to Design Value Measurement (CIPD and CIMA)

Input measures are most basic level of 

measures available to an organisation.

Activities are the key investments and 

processes that organisations choose to make 

to ensure their people are able to work 

productively and healthily, and deliver value 

for all of the organisation’s stakeholders. 

Data at the activities level includes tangible 

information about the processes through 

which human capital is mobilised through 

people management processes.

Outputs are the results of the 

investments in activity-level 

processes. They provide the means 

for evaluating the impact of the 

human capital development and 

people management processes at the 

activities level, and describe how the 

return on those investments can be 

improved

https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/People-Measurement-and-Reporting-From-Theory-to-Practice_tcm18-15940.pdf

Outcomes tell organisations and 

their stakeholders whether 

outputs are translating into 

value. Value to the organisation 

will include financial, human, 

intellectual, social, enviromental

and customer value, and will be 

prioritised according to the 

business model operated by the 

organisation.

Employee Profile, 

variable pay

Cost per hire, retention

of new hires

Labour utilization, 

executive stability ratio

% of sales from innovative 

products, org. efficiency

Examples

https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/People-Measurement-and-Reporting-From-Theory-to-Practice_tcm18-15940.pdf
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Sample Discovery Questions

1. How does your organization define value?

2. What has HR typically measured?

3. How has HR tracked and measured value?

4. Are there certain value outcomes HR committed to achieve?

5. Does the organization have clear objectives and measures?

6. Does HR have clear objectives and measures?

7. Are the business and HR measures aligned?

8. What are the value drivers HR is measuring?

9. What is the process HR has in place to measure value?

10. How are you leveraging SF or other digital systems to support accessing information to measure?

11. How do you plan to track, manage, and measure future value?

12. How do you communicate to the business the value?

13. What are the biggest value measurement opportunities?

14. What are the biggest challenges you will face?
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Analyze HR Stakeholders and Their Needs to Understand Possible Metrics

HR

Customers

Investors / 
Owners

Community / 
Regulators

Partners / 
Alliances

Employees Managers

External

Internal

Compensation

Meaningful work

HR advice

Career growth

Benefits

Well-being

Prof. developmentOnboarding

Labor relations

Decision support

Org. data

People data

Workforce Career growth

Leadership 

development
HR consulting

People data

Org. data

Autonomy

Autonomy

Jobs

Social Responsibility

Legal compliance

Diversity and Inclusion

Revenue

Earnings per share

Cost efficiency

Innovations

Sustainable growth

Knowledge sharing

Innovations

Collaboration

Innovative products and services

Compensation Org. design

Culture developmentWorkforce plans

Quality

TrustSupport
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Track External Changes in Requirements for HC Reporting

https://viewpoint.pwc.com/dt/us/en/pwc/in_the_loop/in_the_loop_US/New-human-capital-disclosure-rules-Getting-your-company-ready.html

PWC studied 2,000 Form 10-Ks filed from November 9, 2020, the effective date of the new SEC rules, through February 28, 2021. In these Form 10-Ks, they noted:

•89% included both qualitative and quantitative metrics

•75% included disclosures related to COVID-19 and the impact to human capital, the majority of which were qualitative

•66% disclosed DEI information (e.g., gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity, veteran status, culture, strategy, age, religion), much of which was qualitative; 

https://viewpoint.pwc.com/dt/us/en/pwc/in_the_loop/in_the_loop_US/New-human-capital-disclosure-rules-Getting-your-company-ready.html


Connect Business Priorities with 
Measurements
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Possible Questions to Discover Key HR Metrics

What type of impact does our recruitment process deliver?

What are the profiles of candidates are we hiring? How many of these leave within 3 months or less than a year? Why? How many

hires go on to be high performers? Are we able to predict who these might be? Is a potential gender pay gap being addressed at 

the point of recruitment? How do candidates feel about their recruitment experience?

How effective is our recruitment process?

Are we attracting the right number of candidates? Are we being looked at, and by whom? What profile of candidates are accepting 

or declining our offers? Does the time to fill negatively impact the organisation?

Recruiting

Learning, 

Talent and 

Succession

Are we seeing an ROI on our learning activities?

Do some learning activities see high utilisation than others? Why? Are our activities having the expected impact on everyone, high 

potentials or other employee segments? What is our spend per employee/segment?

How strong is our talent pipeline?

Do we have appropriate succession pipelines across critical roles over the next 3-5 years? What type of succession profile is most 

likely to become a high performer? How can we speed up the time to performance? How diverse are our succession pools, and are

the initiatives in place to develop them?

Mobility, 

Retention

How are we developing employees?

What type of training are employees doing? What is the profile of a HiPo? How are we identifying them? Are we failing to identify 

other HiPos? How are we developing employees? Do HiPos progress in the expected way? Are they leaving?

What does a typical employee career path look like?

What career paths do different employees take? Do we promote internal talent? Do we have an ageing workforce population? Are 

too many (or too few) employees leaving – and why? Do internal or external hires perform better? What risks do our people 

represent to high business performance – what does good look like?
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Possible Questions to Discover Key HR Metrics

Diversity and 

Inclusion

Are our D&I initiatives having an impact?

In areas where D&I initiatives are taking place, are we seeing a positive impact? Are hires more diverse? Is learning impacting all 

employees equally? Are different employees progressing through the organisation at different rates? If not, why not? If yes, why? 

What is like the likely impact of strategies on future employees?

Absence

How is absence impacting my part of the business?

Is absence too high in any part of our business? What employees are more likely to be absent? How is absence likely impacting our 

productivity? How does it impact the business – does it result in other employees working more

How fairly are we rewarding our people?

Do we reward employees fairly? What career factors seem to impact how much an employee is paid? Do different types of reward 

incentive employees to stay, take promotions or other actions? Did we have to reward people out of cycle, and if so, did it work? 

Reward
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Metrics As Support for People Decisions (1/3)

Examples of SAP SuccessFactors Workforce Analytics reports and dashboards from 3nstrategy

https://www.3nstrategy.com/
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Metrics As Support for People Decisions (2/3)

Examples of SAP SuccessFactors Workforce Analytics reports and dashboards from 3nstrategy

https://www.3nstrategy.com/
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Metrics As Support for People Decisions (3/3)

Examples of SAP SuccessFactors Workforce Analytics reports and dashboards from 3nstrategy

https://www.3nstrategy.com/
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Define Metrics for Effectiveness and Impact  

Programs and Practices

Investments

Efficiency

Outcomes of business interest:

• Performance / Results

• Behaviour when back at work

• Application of what they have 

Learned

• Customer Experience improvement

KPIs to evaluate training

Current focus of HR

Effectiveness

Sustainable Strategic Success

Organisation and Talent

Impact

Source: Cascio & Boudreau (2010)
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Design HR Value Scorecards
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Consider Different Types of Indicators

Indicator Type Utilization Application & Example

Key Performance 

Indicator (KPI)

▪ A specific outcome indicator included in the 

company’s set of key performance indicators

▪ Used in combination with other company KPIs to 

measure or compare HR’s performance with regard 

to meeting the organization’s defined goals

▪ Company mission-critical processes

▪ Expls.: HR FTE to employee ratio; % 

female new hires; accession rate (i.e. # 

placements /total # applications)

Outcome or Results 

Indicator

▪ Measure to what extent an HR function - by applying 

one or more processes (or process areas) -

achieves a defined outcome

▪ Used to steer HR work towards defined goals

▪ HR function-critical processes

▪ Expls.: Training hours per employee; 

average time to fill; Time to full 

productivity of new hires; HR Admin Time 

on Performance & Goals administration

Process Performance 

Indicator

▪ Measure to what extent a single process works or is 

applied as defined

▪ Used to ensure aspects of processing time, process 

quality or process cost

▪ All processes

▪ Expls.: % job requisitions initiated by 

hiring managers; % of e-learnings 

consumed via mobile

Implementation

Indicator 

▪ Measures to what extent a newly introduced or 

significantly changed process is implemented and 

used as planned

▪ Used to monitor and measure the progress of a 

process implementation

▪ New or changed process in 

implementation stage.

▪ Expls.: % of HR staff using the new HR 

process; level of satisfaction with new 

learning software in HR; % of countries 

using new HR process

B
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t



Overview of Possible KPIs for 
„Hire-to-Retire“ Processes
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1. Common measures from CIPD-CIMA Framework 22

2. Metrics from SF WFA Metric Packs 27

3. Process Performance Indicators (based on Process Library) 32

4. Possible Tools to Track Metrics 35

Contents of the Possible KPIs and Metrics Section
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Common Measures from CIPD-CIMA Framework (Input)

https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/People-Measurement-and-Reporting-From-Theory-to-Practice_tcm18-15940.pdf

https://www.cipd.co.uk/Images/People-Measurement-and-Reporting-From-Theory-to-Practice_tcm18-15940.pdf
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Common Measures from CIPD-CIMA Framework (Input, continued)
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Common Measures from CIPD-CIMA Framework (Activities)

Activities measures are the processes available to 

the organisation through which it activates the 

human capital available to the business. At this 

level activities are based around human resource 

and financial management processes – data at this 

level illustrates a process within the organisation’s

business model which manages human capital. 
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Common Measures from CIPD-CIMA Framework (Output)

Output measures are the results of the investments in 

activity-level processes. They provide the means for 

evaluating the impact of the human capital development 

and people management processes at the activities level, 

and describe how the return on those investments can be 

improved, optimised and adapted to meet an organisation’s

ongoing needs. As this data becomes more strategic, there 

may be less tangible measures. Consequently, proxy 

measures (or approximate indicators) are often used at this 

level to describe human capital outputs.
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Common Measures from CIPD-CIMA Framework (Outcome)
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Workforce Analytics Metric Packs

Additional Metrics

Absence Management

Career & Development Planning

Compensation Planning

Employee Relations

Financial Management

Goals Management

HR Service Delivery

Learning Management

Leave Accrual

Health and Safety (OH&S)

Performance Management

Recruitment / Staffing

Payroll and Benefits

Succession Management

Survey

Fieldglass

ADP …

Foundational Metrics

Core Workforce and Mobility

Core Workforce and Mobility Metric Pack

Absence Management Metric Pack
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How the Metrics Are Precalculated

Sign-off Extract Transform Time Load Cube Report

Staging area

• Raw, unverified and 

unformatted data

• Central control file

• Generic file format

Data 

Warehouse

• Data mapping and 

positioning in line with 

specification

• Verified and 

reformatted data with 

multilingual support

Time-spliced 

view

• Logical time 

sequenced data

• Verification; Rule-

based field filling for 

missing or incomplete 

information

Conformed 

DataMarts

• Organised for intuitive 

people reporting, star 

schema/s

• Common analysis 

options between 

people data

People 

Analytics OLAP 

cube

• Compact information 

delivery format

• Supports slice-and-

dice ad-hoc reporting 

as well as structured 

analysis

User 

experience 

options

• Embedded in SAP 

SuccessFactors 

applications

• Advanced reporting 

options

• Open API options for 

metric access

Specification 

Document

• Technical map for 

transforming raw data 

into information

• Templates with unique 

methodology, metrics 

standards and 

documentation

• Configuration

• Automated (sFTP) 

interfaces, Web 

services

• Get all information 

from sources (per 

specification)

Data extracts

Refresh
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Examples of Metrics in WFA Packs (Core Workforce and Mobility)
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Examples of Metrics in WFA Packs (Career and Development)
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Examples of Metrics in WFA Packs (HR Delivery)
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SAP SuccessFactors Process Library

Leading Practices

▪ This collection of leading 

practices describes SAP’s 

recommendations to HR for 

implementing SAP 

SuccessFactors solutions.

Process Diagrams

▪ Built with the goal of defining 

end-to-end HR processes 

specifically for SAP 

SuccessFactors solutions.

▪ They include all relevant 

activities in swim lanes, which 

represents the major user 

roles.

Process Summaries

▪ Define when and how a 
process starts and ends, 
what dependencies exist to 
other processes, who the 
participants are, and what the 
main purpose is.

▪ Helps you to define your HR 
goals for this process based 
on SAP standards. 
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Examples of Process Performance Indicators

Process Area Leading Practice Process Performance Indicator

Performance and Goals Effectively Set and Closely Tie Individual Employee Goals to the Company's Strategy % employees with completed and agreed upon goal plan

Performance and Goals Foster Engagement of Employees and Line Managers % employees with completed goal plans (including self-assessments)

Performance and Goals Foster Engagement of Employees and Line Managers % performance forms completed by managers (as opposed to HR roles)

Succession and Development Increase Engagement by Empowerment of Employees and Line Managers % vacancies filled with internal candidates (internal fill rate)

Succession and Development Enable Succession Planning on multiple levels of the organization % of positions with a succession plan

Succession and Development Enable Succession Planning on multiple levels of the organization % of employees with a development plan

Succession and Development Use Competencies for Job Roles % of job roles with competencies assigned

Learning Managers and Employees Driving Learning Processes % of learnings (from catalogs) assigned by employee or line manager directly

Learning Mobile Learning % of online learnings consumed on mobile devices

Learning Social Learning with SAP Jam Collaboration % of learning items with Jam group assigned

Learning Use of Curricula % of learnings that are part of a curriculum

Learning Use of Learning Assignment Profiles % of jobs with an associated assignment profile

Learning Leverage Open Content Network (OCN) Number of OCN assignments

Learning Leverage Rule-Based Recommendations Number of rule based recommendations

Learning Leverage QuickGuides to Create “How To” Guides % use of quickguides

Core HR Execution of Hiring Transaction Should Be Done Prior to Start Date of Employee % of employees hired in Core HR after the 1st working day

Recruiting Ease Candidate’s Experience and Foster Engagement % of applicants accepted vs. rejected based on pre-screening process

% applicants who passed pre-screening and are considered not suitable in further 

process steps

Average response time to an application

Survey with review of candidates feedback

% of Bad Hires (i.e. % turnover within 6 months of joining)

Onboarding Assign an Onboarding Buddy % new hires with assigned onboarding buddy

Onboarding Pro-Actively Measure and Manage Employee Experience During On- and Offboarding % onboarding surveys completed

Onboarding Use Mobile Onboarding % new hires using the SuccessFactors app pre-day-1
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Key Indicator Ideas (Example of Recruiting)

SAP SuccessFactors

New Application

Create Job Requisition

Rejected

Hired

Screen / Short list / 

Interview / Assess

TP: Number of requisitions

BL: Number of requisitions with applicants

BL: Number of requisitions without applicants

BL: Number of requisitions closed

TP: Number of applications

LT: Job Req until 1. Application

TP: # of candidates

BL: Number of candidates applied

TP: # of offers

BL: # of offers expired

BL: # of offers expiring

LT: Application until 1. Offer

LT: Offer creation until expiration

BL: Job Application in status „applied“

BL: Job Application in status „not applied“ 

Offer letter sent

LT: Application until Hired  (Time to hire) SF filled / 

calculated

LT: Job Requisition until closed (Time to fill) SF filled / 

calculated

PP: From Requisition until hired

TP: Throughput

BL: Backlog

LT: Lead  time 

PP: Process progress key figure
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Possible Tools to Track Metrics – Report Center Tools

Lists, Pivots, Aggregations, 

Charts/Graphs, Text, Images

Calculations, Aggregations, 

Formatting, Multi-page/query

All Modules, excluding Jam, RMK

Lists

Simple Raw Data Extraction

All Modules, excluding MDF, 

Jam, LMS, RMK, WFA

DASHBOARDS
CANVAS

Online Report Designer 

TABLE 
Ad Hoc Report Builder

Visualization:

Used For:

Data Coverage:

Charts/Graphs, Drill-In Lists

Track key HCM processes

All Modules, excluding MDF, Jam, 

LMS, RMK

TILES

Charts/Graphs, Drill-In Lists

Track key HCM processes

All Modules, excluding MDF, Jam, 

LMS, RMK

Example:

SAP Help: 

Recruiting STEM Reports

Ability to attach 3rd Party BIRT 

templates

Admin Center > SuccessStore: 

Standard Dashboards
Standard Templates:

Unique Capabilities:
Common filtering across tiles 

(*depends on configuration) 

Admin Center > SuccessStore: 

Standard Tiles

Interactive: drill from chart to list,

Deliver on Mobile

SAP Help: EC, Talent, LMS 

Recruitment, Workforce Analytics 

Multi-page Reports, Scheduler
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Possible Tools to Track Metrics – WFA and SAP Analytics Cloud

▪ Blend HR and talent data with financial and operational 

data, using delivered analytics content for a range 

of business scenarios

▪ Apply predictive analytics libraries, modern data 

exploration, and visualizations

▪ Deliver compelling stories to executives through 

SAP Digital Boardroom

▪ 30+ years of expertise in transforming raw 

HR and talent data into a “single version of the truth”

▪ Industry-standard metrics and benchmarks 

delivered out of the box

▪ HR content embedded into the application 

and available to novice and expert users

SAP SuccessFactors 

Workforce Analytics solution SAP Analytics Cloud



Next Steps
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Next Steps

1 Define a set of relevant metrics (outcome-related and/or activity-related) and establish a process to revisit metrics

2 Analyze HR and non-HR data sources and standardize data attributes and rules

3 Analyze possible tools and platforms to automate reporting and visualization on key metrics


